If R is a Jordan region, RcZR {) , let C lf •• ,C W _ 1 denote the interior boundary curves, if any, of R, oriented in the negative sense, and let C n denote the exterior boundary curve of R, oriented the positive sense.
If z e F( 0 C\), let μ(z, F, R) = 0. If z 0 F( \J C t ), let /i(z, F, ΛJ) = Σ K*> F, C € ), where λ(z, F, C 4 ) denotes the topological index of z with respect to the oriented closed curve F{C t ) 9 [4, II. 4.34, IV. 1.24] . If zeΈ, then μ(z, F, R) is an integer.
If P is a Jordan region or a domain, PcZR 09 we shall call P an admissible set.
Suppose P is an admissible set, and consider F\P: z=f(w), we P. Suppose r is a maximal model component for z under F\P.
If, for every open set G containing γ, there is a Jordan region R such that rCί(β), RCZGΓ\i(P), (note that this implies that r is a continuum), and such that μ(z, F,R)^0, then we say that γ is an essential maximal model continuum, (henceforth abbreviated e.m.m.c), for z under F\P.
If P and Q are admissible sets, QCZP, and if zeπ, then κ(z,F\P, Q) will denote the number of e.m.m.c.'s for z under F\P which are contained in i(Q). κ(z, F\P, Q) is possibly infinite, while, if finite, it is a non-negative integer. It may be shown that
Φ, F\ Q, Q) = «(i, F| P, Q) = φ, F, Q) .
Further, it is clear that if P ιy ••-, P w is a collection of admissible n _ sets with disjoint interiors, and if PjClQ for i=l, •••, n, then X/c(^, F, P,)^^, F, Q). If P is an admissible set, then κ(z, F, P), zβπ, is a lower semicontinuous function, and hence is a Lebesgue measurable function.
Iί
ιc(Zj Fy P)dz will denote the Lebesgue integral of κ,(z, F, P) over the set F(P).
3. Let Λ o be a simply connected polygonal region in the Euclidean plane π. We shall consider the following types of collections of sets (where it is to be understood that the collections consist of a finite number of sets, each of which is contained in R o ):
(1) Collections of disjoint simply connected polygonal regions. If P is an admissible set, (see § 2), let g(
for i=l, 2, 3, and let G(T, P)=[Σ (g(T t , P))ψ\ These quantities are i = l non-negative and possibly infinite. If Φ is a collection of admissible sets, let g(T i9 Φ)= Σ^(^, P), for i=l, 2, 3, and let G(T, Φ)= ΣG(Γ, P).
For j=l, ---,6, let α/Γ)=l.u.b. G (T, Φ) , where the least upper bound is taken with respect to all collections Φ of class j. These quantities are non-negative, possibly infinite. We note that α 6 (T) is precisely the lower area a(T), and a 3 (T) is the essential area eA(S), discussed in § 1, [4, V. 1.3] , [5, p. 274] .
The purpose of this paper is to show that the functional α/T), i=l, •••, 6, all yield the same value.
4 It is quite obvious from the definitions set forth in § 3. that (Γ)^α 2 (Γ)^α 4 
(T), aάT)^a*(T)^at(T), and a b (T)<a 6 (T).
Further, if R u --,R n is a collection of class 3, then i(#j), •••, i(R n ) is a collection of class 5, while, for k=l, •• ,n, and i=l, 2, 3, we have, (see § 2), φ t , ϊ 7 ,, ie fc )-=φ,, Γ t , i(β fc )). From this it follows that α 3 (Γ) The same type of reasoning shows that a£Γ)<L<tJί!Γ). 
1.43], and this implies that a Q (T)<La 2 (T).
In addition, if D is simply connected, then the polygonal regions R nJ w=l, 2, •••, may be chosen to be simply connected, and thus a ύ (T) 6. The inequalities in § 4 and in § 5 yield a 1 (T)=a 3 (T)=a ΰ (T) and α 2 (T)=α,(T)=α β (T), while a^^a^T).
To establish the equality of these six functionals, therefore, it is sufficient to show that CLi(T)^>a 2 
(T).
Note that if G(Γ, i2 0 H + OT , then α JL (Γ)=4 c», and so a^T^a^T). Thus we shall assume henceforth, without loss of generality, that G{T, RQ)<^+OO. This in turn implies that if Φ is any collection of class
7 In this section, we suppose that all sets considered are subsets of the Euclidean plane π.
Suppose A and B are connected sets, C is a closed set and A\J B CZπ -C. We shall say that C separates A and B if A and i? are contained in distinct components of π-C.
Suppose that C is closed, CCS, where R is a polygonal region. Let Q ιy •••, Q Q _i denote the bounded components of π-R, (if any), and let Q q be the unbounded component of π-R. We shall say that C separates in R if there exists k, l<^k<Lq -l, such that C separates Q q and Q k .
Let gf be an upper semi-continuous collection of continua γ, such that U r=-B, [4; II. 1.10] . Let i? be the set of points belonging to continua of 5? which separate in R. Then E is closed. If
R-Eφφ, let M be a component of R-E, and let N=Mf\i(R).
Then there exist a finite number of sets, γ 19 •••, r Q> such that either γ k =φ, or else r* is 
, and it was noted in § 6 that to do this, it is sufficient to show that <h(T)^>SLAT) under the assumption that G{T, # 0 )<-fcxD. The proof that αi(Γ)^α 2 (Γ) when G{T, JS 0 )<4-oo will be a consequence of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, which we now consider. 
under T { \R. Then γ CZi(R). Hence either γ CE or else γ C_i(R) Γ\ (R-E)= VJ D, r J = l
In the first case, γ separates in R, and so π -γ has more than one component. By Lemma 2,  In the first case, from (7), γ intersects \J ίτ{D 3 
)Γ\\{R). In (6), we have seen that T λ {\J ίτ{D 3 ) f\i{R)) is a finite set, so T,(\Jfr(D 3 )
Πi ( 
(In similar fashion, f>g{T,, Dj)+^9(T 99 D' n+j )^g{T 3 , R).)
(9) Choose n' so that
We can determine polygonal regions R jy j=l, • -,nΛ-n t , so that RjdDj and no component of r-i? 7 is contained in Dj for i=l, •••, n, and so that R n+j C.D' n+j , and no component of π -R n+j is contained in Z>ή+j, for ;/=l, " ,ri, and such that Further, if γ f 6 <9έf 3 , there exists γe 27, such that r'dr. In addition, no component of π-R 3 is contained in Όj. From § 7, no continuum of ,3^ separates in R j9 that is no m.m.c. under T L \R ό separates in Rj, j=l,
In a similar fashion, we find from §7 that if, for some i, l<li<13, no m.m.c. under T t \R separates in i?, then no m.m.c. under T^Rj separates in R j9 j=l, •••, n. , R m , and let Ψ x be the collection consisting of R lf , R n . These collections satisfy the requirements of the theorem. Assertions Hence α^ΓJ^αXΓ), and so each of the functional a/2 7 ), i=l, β ,6, defined in §3, yields the same value. We have shown in particular that the essential area of Reichelderfer, a 3 (T) is equal to the lower area of Radό, a 6 
(T).
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